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08 of (hp twatitionsl Seniet Visiting Day's

was held last

Tuesday wi a Senate STS enetes emacenee See Learn wae
dale, Fortuna, South F
Hoopa
and Dél Norte attending.
a
Eureka Se ackoduind to
te come April 10.
stu:
The first Senior Visiting Day,
one of two this year, got under
way Tuesday morning with a
general orientation lecture by
Miss Kate Buchanan, associate
dean of students.
After the assembly the seniors
visited classes and had a box
lunch in the gymnasium. EnterThree student-directed, student- tainment was provided by singer
written one-act plays will be pre- Jesse Washington and his Halfsented this evening at 8:15 in the Notes, the Jerry Moore Quintet,
college auditorium.
a welcome
by Pres. Cornelius
The three plays, “Merrily We Siemens,
emphasising
‘‘that
Crawl Along,” by Bob Stankus, Humboldt is one of the most pro“Cain,” by Anne Johannsen and gressive middle-sized colleges on
“Room For Rent,” by John Dell, the Pacific coast.”
were chosen as being among the
Mike Fielding, student body
best one-act plays written by Dr. president, gave a short talk on
John F. Pauley’s 1955 writing the friendliness of HSC and the
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class.

general purpose of Senior Day.
Dale Callihan spoke on the Frosh

“Room For Rent,” a comedy
that takes place in a rented room
in San Francisco, will be directed
by. Homer
Ratcliff, a SpeechDrama major. The cast includes
Louise Lawrence, Gene Clausen,
Dion Wright, Harman Bonniksen,
John Thomas,

Camp and the many activities
that take place at Frosh Camp.
Roland Atterbury in his speech,
mentioned the Jazz Concert to be
held Monday, April 22 and invit-

ed all the visiting seniors to attend.
After lunch the students went

and Wally Sinclair.

“Cain,’ a serious play dealing
with the bibical story of Cain and to a special advisory session
Abel is under the direction of covering their major field of inJohn Tonge, also a Speech-Drama
major. The three member cast

terest,

To

will include John Smith, Jr., Buck
Downard and John Swierstra.
“Merrily We Crawl Along,”a
light

Mrs. Myrtle.

Founder's Day Guest Of Honor

McKittrick, retiring registrar and admissions ofguest of honor at the annual Founders’ Day social
hour and banquet of the HSC Alumni Association
Inn tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.
This is the second year the
Alumni Association has celebrated Founders’ Day formally. April
6, 1914, was the day instruction
began at what was then Humboldt State Norma] School.
Humboldt
State College’s top
Dr. Cornelius H. Siemens, college president, and Dr. Homer P. seeded debate team of Jim Arnot,

HSC Debate Team
In Rugged Tourney

Balabanis,
will speak

Leland

' Division
Arts,

dean
of instruction,
at the banquet. Prof.

Barlow,

of

will

Fine

sing

Members

chairman

a

of the

and

few

of the

Applied

selections.

Alumni

Asso-

ciation
handling
banquet
arrangements are Mrs. Kay Smith,

in charge of the banquet and
program; Mrs. Francis Stebbins,
social hour; Mrs. Eleanor KelFrancis
lenberger, decorations.
Givins will
monies.

be

master

cere-

of

Bauer, near

novation in 1950, lending itself
to be a tradition here at Humboldt State College.
The day begins with a two performance Faculty Show in the
after
immediately
morning,
which a caravan of cars leaves
the campus carrying the holidayers to Camp Bauer for a day of
sports, entertainment and a big
picnic dinner followed by an entertainment hour around a campfire with the rest of the, by now,
dancing

on

an

open air pavilion.
The entire activity which is
a voluntary student effort with
the single exception of the Faculty Show, originated out of a need,
it was felt, for an all campus

(continued on page 10)

Shaver

the rugged District I West Point
Invitational elimination tourna-

ment.
The

two day

bate rounds

event

of eight

de-

pits the best debate

team from each participating college or university in the Califor-

nio-Nevada-Utah-Arizona
against the other top

district
seeded

the

Lumberjack

entry

is

green by comparison with many
of the major forensic powers en-

Korbel, California.
On this day school will be suspended in favor of a day full of
activities which have remained
basically the same since its in-

spent

Jim

are at the University of Nevada
this weekend, Friday and Saturday, April 5-6, participating in

While

The seventh annual All-School
Picnic is scheduled for Wednes-

evening

and

Point Debate Championship.

. Scheduled May 15
15 at Camp

Mayfield

teams in an effort to select three
district I nominees to represent
the far west at the annual West

'All-School Picnic
day May

John

tered,

and

is

therefore

not

iously
three”

a contender for the “top
of the district, the Hum-

boldt State College team

ser-

hopes to

sharpen its persuasive axe for the
national convention and tournament of Pi Kappa Delta which
takes
tion.

place

The

‘Jack

practice

State’s
Reno

during

Easter

team

debate

Hornets

scheduled

with

en

competition

vaca-

a

Sacramento

route
on

as

to the
to

be

ready for the first round.
The 1957 West Point eliminations are being determined differently
from
previous
years.
Rather than selecting teams on
a “win-loss” record, the teams
will be judged

by debate

coaches

who will assign “quality rankings” with the three best teams
on the basisof cumulative scores
earning the West Point bids.
Humboldt’s three man debate
team has had two years of varsity
competition and is competing at
Reno among others against teams
(continued on page 10)

Humboldt Football
Schedule To Be
Longest In Nation
Humboldt State took on what
may well be the longest football
schedule in the nation this week
when
is signed Hamilton
Air
Force Base as the twelfth opponent for the 1957 season.
The
Lumberjacks
will
Hamilton Field in Redwood

on Saturday night,
game will be the

meet
Bowl

Nov. 23, The
next to last

game of a season that begins on
Sept. 14, just two weeks after
the start of practice, and goes
straight
through
the _
without an open date.

Eight of the 12 games

season

will be

played at home — possibly the
longest home schedule in the nation.
Two years ago Humboldt
played a what was unheard of
home slate of nine games in an
1l-game
schedule.
Last
year

Humboldt played six of 11 games
at home.
Athletic
Director
and
Head
Football Coach Phil Sarboe said
he made arrangements for the
game
with
Major
Ralph
E.
Phelps, Hamilton
Field athletic

director,
the

when

he

basebalkteam

to the bay
Sarboe

area

accompanied
on

its

swing

two weeks

ago.

pointed out that Hamil-

ton was eager to negotiate a
game because Fort Ord, one of
the Flyers’ regular opponents,
has dropped football. The game
also will benefit Humboldt because it will fill an open date
between
the Southern
Oregon
game of Nov, 16 and the Thanksgiving day game with Lewis and
Clark on Nov. 28.

YOUTH GROUP

INVITES

Humboldt State College students are invited to join the
Judson Fellowship (college - age
group) of the First Baptist Church
of Arcata. David Olson, president
of the group, will welcome new
members at the Sunday evening
meeting, April 7, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Church.

drama

is_

directed

the

complete
students

their
took

Senior

Day

a guided

tour

of the campus escorted by the
Spurs, IK’s and the Circle K’s.
“Dr, Bernard Hall, senior day
adviser, should be given a large

a

Speech-Drama major, Wally Sinclair. Everything in the play rohand of applause for the many
tates around the hobby Jill is weeks of preparatory work intaking care of — worm raising! vilved. Thanks also should go to
Those in the cast are Jim Sulli- Dr. Don Karshner, dean of stucan, Aileen Fredin, Elvera Ryer- dents, and Miss Buchanan,” said
son and Ed Spencer.
Atterbury, general chairman for
The plays will be presented to- senior day.
:
night only, in the college audiThe second Senior Day, with
torium.
Tickets
are 50 cents. students
from
Eureka
Senior
Season ticket holders admitted High and possibly the seniors
free.
from St. Bernards High School as
Humboldt'’s guests, next Wednesday, will follow the pattern of

‘Tulip Tea’ Set
Tomorrow Here

Tuesday’s events.

The HSC choir and chorus will
perform a group of numbers for
the annual Tulip Tea, scheduled
tomorrow at 1:45 p.m. in the auditorium.
Featured soloists will be students who have recently won
scholarships from the Federated
Womens’
Clubs
of
Humboldt
county, sponsor of the tea. They
are Claudine Ray, vocalist, Vernon Ludwig, violinist, Mary Massey,

pianist.

According

to

Card Stunts For
Humboldt State?
Rally Club sign up sheets
are now circulating around the
Humboldt State College campus in an effort to determine
whether or not students want
card stunts at future home
football games.
Sufficient in-

Mrs.

terest

Wallace Martin, program committee chairman, several other
numbers will be performed.

must

be

shown

in

this

proposed campus activity before there is a possibility of
having this addition to the

Tea will be served at Nelson
Hall and ushers will be provided
by the Spurs.

rapidly

expanding

college.

First Issue Of HSC’s ‘Hilltopper’
To Appear On Campus Wednesday
The

first issue of “Hilltopper,”

a bright, newsy

magazine

of

non-fiction articles, will appear on campus next Wednesday.
It will be sold in a booth in the foyer of the Administration

building and

by suitably decked

out venders

at other strategic

locations on campus,
Assisting in the sales program will be members of Intercollegiate Knights, who will operate a booth in the

Coop.
The first
and Tom
manager,

and

staff

limited,

life as seen by an older student,

Freeman, distribution
urged students, faculty

Mrs. Harmony Harper Moreland.
Fran
Stark
has
contributed
a
personality sketch on Dick Bibler,
creator of the “Little Man
on
Campus”
cartoon panel, and a
two-page picture layout of behind

printing
to

get

is

copies

Price is 25 cents.
Containing 28 pages

and

early.
print-

ed on slick paper, the magazine
is profusely illustrated and in- the scenes activity in the Humcludes three picture pages. The boldt Players production of “The
cover is done in green and con- Caine Mutiny Court Martial.”
In a frank, incisive first-person
tains a black and white photograph that is emblematic of the article, Tony Vasquez describes
the feelings and experiences of
magazine's name.
The magazine contains a nice- a student who is a member of a
ly-balanced variety of articles. minority group. Dick Laursen, the
conservation
reBesides the picture pages, the Lumberjack’s_
magazine includes six feature- porter, has written a story of the
length articles and two shorter Big Lagoon fisheries project that
is rich in imagery and detail,
pieces.
Chloe Kiggins DeBrunner, ediA special feature of the issue
is th staff’s selection of an HSC tor of the magazine, also has
“Athlete of the Year’ with a written on new and old campus
possibilities,
and
Sid
warm profile of the athlete writ- dating
Fauerbach has authored a histery
ten by Arnold Carter.
The lead story, “Freshman at of the Lumberjack Axe that is
Forty,” is a narrative of college
(continued on page 10),
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STAFF

Phil Bartlett, in

Manager

Prof. Lloyd Jones, while driving down W. First street yester-

pmneane

day shortly after noon, crashed
into the rear of a black

Jewell Ryan

=

Frances
Don Harris

at the corner of Salem

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

s.

Hudson

and

W.

First street.
While Prof. Jones
watched
bewilderedly,
a lady
stepped from the driver’s seat
of the Hudson, walked to the rear
of her car, announced, “Well, my
car’s not hurt!” and got back in
the Hudson, and drove off leaving
Prof. Jones there to face the police

Feature Editor
Sports Editor

IRTERS: Dick Laursen, Joyce Weaver, Chloe DeBrunner,
Hammond, Tony
Vasquez, Bob Bestor, Thomas Fay,
Sid Fauerbach, Eddie
Keenan, Pat Hutchens.
Represented for National Advertising by
National
Service, Inc..

)
420 Madison ‘Ave., New York, N.Y.
Published Weekly by the Associated Student Body of
Humboldt State College, Arcata, California

alone.

—THE
WILDCAT,
College.

‘gga

Chico

State

They Represent You
Now that ASB general election petitions are available, it’s time to think about reputable candidates to
fill these important offices. Many times the person
most suited for the job won’t get elected because he
wasn’t even nominated! Then the voter is forced to
make a choice between two lesser candidates. Of course,
such situations are more the exception rather than the
rule, but, nevertheless, they do happen. To prevent a
case like this from arising, care should be taken in
making nominations.

Ray Freeman after Jim Curnutt, acting chairman of the
Awards Committee, came before the Student Council to request almost $1500 in addition. @l funds to cover the cost of
awards
this year.
The awards committee already has spent $4383 out of a
Student Council allotment of
$4,500, and student leaders and

spring athletic awards have not
yet been accounted
for.
=—SPARTAN DAILY. San Jose
State.
oe

For example, many times “best friends” will nomin-

ate each other for positions. This is understandable,
but friendship shouldn’t be the only criterion for nominating a person to an office. There are many things to
take into consideration: dependability, ability to accept
responsibility and some background in or knowledge of
student government, to mention only a few.
This year we have been fortunate in having a fine
set of student body officers. Each, I am sure, has done
the best of his ability and will continue to do so for the
remainder of the year. To assure that next year’s ASB
duties will be fulfilled equally as well, nominees should
be selected carefully. Remember, these students will
represent YOU.

The Inquiring Reporter
QUESTION:

HSC has for two years had championship caliber
baseball and track teams.
Why aren’t these
events better attended?

Clifton Langlois, junior, Psychol-

ogy major.
“I don’t think they
are advertised enough. There

is too much

Ray Flynn, junior, Forestry maj-

or, “Because the most interest
jg in other sports that are bet-

emphasis placed on

ter understood
because
most
people at one time or another
have participated in them. Also

other things.”
Jack Pederson, junior, Psychology
major.
“They are both after-

they

are

not

as

colorful

with

dents work and some also have

school spirit, cheer leaders, and
they do not have the spirit of

afternoon
classes,
There °’ is
also not much color, such as
cheer leaders and cheering sec-

such
them.”

noon

sports

and a

lot

of. stu-

tions.”

night events with social events

Chris

are

also

not

Evens,

dances

following

junior,

Psychology

major.
“There is more communication between the school
and such sports as football.

Carol Priestley, freshman, Radio
and T. V. major.
“Some are,
of course, too far away, and

they

as_

advertised

Also this being the first opening
communication
between
and among the student body.
Another important fact is the
degree of emotion between the
players and the fans.”

enough.”

Lois Morrow, freshman, Elementary Education major.
“There
is no school spirit built up and
not enough emphasis placed on
them as far as advertising.”

COOPER AUTO PARTS

the added number of trans-Atlantic
sailings
to
their
1957
schedule,

OLD

BUSINESS

A letter is to be sent to each
class officer as a reminder that
the council is in favor of an Inter-

class

meeting

of the

Ph. VA

Arcata

SAM BEER
Insurance and Real Estate

presi-

ship Conference Booklet is finished and being shipped to each
high school. A booklet was given
to each council member.
ICS has appointed a committee

to draw up the ballot for the
forthcoming constitution election.
Jean Sylva will act as a resource
person on the committee.
It was moved,
seconded
and
passed that the ASB Election be
scheduled for Wednesday, May 1,

and petitions will be available on
Wednesday,

April

NEW

3.

BUSINESS

There
was
about securing

some _
a sign

discussion
similar to

the plaza sign to be placed some-

kind

of sign.

It was recommended that the
idea of securing a billboard to
put on the freeway be@ooked into.
Jon Mitts is to look into the possibility along with Dick Fauer-

Board of Finance:

2-8156

following:
1. The salary schedule for the
Graduate manager as presented

by the Board of Finance,
2. The transfer of $15 from the
Executive Council Account
ASB President’s Account.

President’s

Report:

were

informed

duties.

The

of

their

specific

Entertainment

Com-

ed around the PSPA (Pacific Student’s
Presidents’
Association)
1956 report to the council.
It was moved, seconded
and
passed to give Jack Sears a vote
of thanks for his service and competence as Graduate Manager.
Jon
Mitts,
chairman
of 1957
Homecoming, reported that there
will be dedications of the new
buildings
on
the
Saturday
of
Homecoming. State officials will
be on campus at this time.

There

being

no

ness, the meeting

further
was

busi-

adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Abraham

Lincoln

photograph
was

of

presented

to accept
that Phil

as Business

Manager

WILDCAT,

Student

Chico

HILLTOPPER
Selects
HUMBOLDT'S
ATHLETE OF
THE YEAR
Read
Arnold Carter's
Intimate Profile
Of the Selected

Player In

ON SALE
WEDNESDAY

ARCATA GLASS
Auto

Glass .. Mirrors

Phone

REPORTS
reported that

Wednesday,

April

3.

815

J

Street

VA

State

College.

. Louvre

Hardware

of

2-2612 | 4. “Hello Day” will be held on
on

—Graduate

—THE

the recommen-.
Bartlett be ap-

ICS Commissioner

campus

By the smell
What the steer ate.

HILLTOPPER

Roberta Johnson,
ASB Secretary
Jim Arnot,
ASB Vice President

REPORTS

COMMISSIONER

SS

read

mittee for the college will be appointed at the retreat. Mike pass-

quoting prices for the ASB retreat.
The ASB election was discussed
and the committees were appoint:
ed. There will be a meeting Monday evening, April 1, in the Coop
at 7 p.m. for the election and jazz
committees.
It was moved, seconded and
pointed

Phone VA

Mike

three letters from Van Tonkins
referring to the Jazz Concert to
be held on campus on Monday,
April
22.
Committee
members

the Lumberjack.

Arcata

to the

Two former presidents of the
United
States died on thé same
Jim Callison reported that he is
to receive a letter from Laurel day, Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams; July 4, 1826.
Dell
Lodge
within
the
week

passed
dation

9382 G Street

It was moved,

seconded and passed to accept the

bach, Public Relations Committee
member,

COMMITTEE

982 - 4th Street

four

dents.
It was reported that the Leader-

mate

NORM

original

to the San Diego Junior College
Class organizations were also dis- North Campus library this week
The
cussed at the meeting and the by Dr. Loomis Morton Ganaway.
This picture of President Linder by Vice president Jim Arnot information will be brought to
coln was taken about 1858 and
on the above date. Those present the council,
were Joyce Weaver, Jim Barnes,
Publications Commissioner re- was given to a member of the
Jim Callison, Don Peterson, Joe ported that the Hilltopper, the family of Mrs. Marion Elizabzeth
Chappelle, Jon Mitts, Chip Brodie, magazine being published by the Coville,
Mike Fielding, Pat Duffy, Howard Journalism Class on campus, will —FORTNIGHTLY, San Diego JuGoodwin, Jack Sears and Roberta be ready before Easter Vacation nior College.
*
@
#&
Johnson.
and will be sent to the high
In Commemoration Of A
The minutes were approved as schools. It was also reported that
Rose Garden
submitted.
the Sempervirens will be here by
Truly,
CORRESPONDENCE
Wednesday, May 15.
“A rose by any other name
A note was read from Jon Mitts
The Rally Commissioner rewould smell as sweet,”
inviting the council and advisers ported that there will be a girls
Except when the west wind
to a Crab Feed on Thursday, drill team next year headed by
blows at State,
April 11, at 7 p.m. at his home.
Miss Slagle, The yell leader and
Then anyone who happens to
A letter was received from the song queen tryouts are scheduled
be
Council
on Student
Travel
in- for Tuesday, April 9, in the Little
East of A. V.
forming the council members of Dining Room at Nelson Hall.
Can tell

have them discuss the possibility
of price, position and approxi-

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION TO
STUDENTS and FACULTY

oe

An

MARCH 28, 1957
meeting was called to or-

where on campus. It was decided
to turn this idea over to ICS and

Home For Quality In
ALL AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

ASK FOR

Minutes of the Student Council

2-1322
Arcata, Calif.
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VASQUEZ REPORTS

ON ‘HELLO DAY’
iv.
or:

(Ed. Note: The Lumberjack
assigned Tony Vasquez to determine whether last Wednesday’s “Hello Day” on campus
was reasonably successful.)
By TONY VASQUEZ
Last Wednesday was set aside

on

Ww.
es

dy
at

ny

as the first “Hello Day” on the
Humboldt State College campus.
“Hello Day” has come and gone

ng
ice

and Humboldt State is and’ always has been a friendly college.
The complaint which came to

ar

ite

at
fo

of

aah |

th

LUMBERJACK

Fri., April 5, 1957

the

attention

council may

of

the

executive

be taken as an indi-

vidual ‘circumstance

and

not

as

necessarily being reflective of all
the

students

or

visitors

on

campus.
Humboldt is a friendly college.
An
overwhelming
majority
of
students
when
polled
as
to
whether

answered

Humboldt

was

with

friendly

an _ emphatic

“yes,”

“Hello

Day”

did

not

make

How

Humboldt
a friendlier college.
It was already about as friendly

as it could get. Posters were displayed proclaiming “Hello Day.”
People read them but were little
affected by them. It never occurs
to most people on campus that
they are unfriendly.
Some people are shy. Therefore
a “Hello” may not be readily
forthcoming from them. It is up
to the individual to take the initiative and give the first friendly
salutation. It should give one a
good feeling to be friendly with
everyone on campus.
“Hello Day” dawned beautiful
and

sunny

blowing.
blustery
everyone

“Hello”

and

the

wind

was

It was
a_ beautiful
day. I said “Hello” to
I

met.

back.

Everyone

It made

said

me

feel

good.

The
was

purpose
to make

of

“Hello

everyone

Day’

conscious

of Humboldt’s friendly tradition.
A good western “Hello” should
be the rule rather than the exception when walking about on
campus.
Don’t pass up a collector’s item.
The very first issue of HILLTOP.
PER will be on sale next Wednesday.

—Florist—
- Gifts

to

Phone
VA 2-1791

“Jazz

NO

JOB

TOO

and

Showcase

’57”

the first big name
come to Humboldt

day,

April

22,

will

at

8

p.m.,

this

the

col-

in

Phone

be

here

Jolly

to

trio,

perform

RCA

are

Victor

the

Box

428

The

Arcata to its present hilltop site on Janu-

Building Programs
Receive Cuts

formerly with the Stan
orchestra; Donna Fuller,

Vicand

Kenton
Liberty

recording star; and Sonny Criss
from Jazz at the Philharmonic
Tours of 1949-50.
These stars have traveled from

structed. The campus since has
been enlarged several times, now
occupying
approximately
145

acres,
The first commencement took
place on May 26, 1915, with 15
students receiving diplomas,
In 1917 the state legislature
appropriated
$245,000 for con-

one end of the country to the
other giving performances. This
troupe was very much in demand
by other colleges and HSC is

cert is a succe$s, HSC has a good

chance of being established as
a circuit stop. This would mean
more top entertainment in the

Francisco’s
contains

1013

Golden

Gate

acre.s

OR TOO SMALL
to Any

struction

of

the

main

which was completed
pied in 1922.
In 1921 the name

to Humboldt

building,

and

was

occu-

changed

State Teachers Col-

lege and control was transferred
from the local board to the State
Board of Education, Also during

this year three and four year curricula and the granting of the
bachelor of
cation were

In July,

arts degree
authorized.

1924,

Ralph

in

edu-

Swetman

became president. He served
til the summer of 1930, when

thur

S.

Gist

became

unAr-

president.

The year found the completion
of the gymnasium
and the establishment of liberal arts curricula in the fields of biological
sciences, English and the social
sciences,
The college conducted a civilian pilot training school in cooperation with Pierce Flying Service under auspices of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority from 1939

to 1941,

Location

The

tennis

courts

were

com-

pleted in 1932 and the College
Elementary School in 1933.
The

2-0318

in

Arcata

State

Normal

School] on

the California state legislature.

Nelson of Eureka,

Pete

fortunate in being chosen to be
the lucky one,
If this jazz con-

as Humboldt

college

anniversary

toJune

A bill =

led to the establishment

of

on
bee
began on April 6, 1914, in old
college.
Instruction officiall
wooden structures located at 11th and M Streets, formerly the old
Arcata Grammar School, with 61 students and a faculty of six.
The faculty included HSC’s first president, Nelson B. Van Matre,
who doubled as an instructor.
On January 1, 1916, the school
was moved to its permanent site years later the bachelor of eduof 51 acres on which temporary cation degree was authorized.
The year 1940 marked the comwooden structures had been con-

recording

stars; Jack Montrose, RCA
tor,
Atlantic
and
Pacific

Service

VA

ary 1, 1916.

By Sid Fauerbach
will mark its 43rd birthday

State

16, 1913, in action

Some of the top artists who will

CONCRETE

LARGE

Delivery

Humboldt
morrow.

jazz troupe to

A & E READIMIX
P. O.

be

State. On Mon-

troupe will perform
lege gymnasium.

San

24-Hour

buildings in downtown

Humboldt State College To Mark
To Come April 22 43rd Birthday Anniversary Tomorrow

Park

READY-MIX

|

‘Jazz Showcase’

HSC. Admission
is 75 cents for
students with Student Body Cards
and $1 general admission.

Students

1166 # St.
North Arcata

body
from

The public is invited to this
concert which is being sponsored
by the Associated Students of

CORSAGES

Discount

fhe

This view of the Humboldt
dates back to about World War I.
the old Arcata Grammar School

has ch

t and student
oehnat was moved

future.
The members of the Executive
Council have been working on the
plans for this jazz concert. Also
helping
are the Intercollegiate
Knights, Circle K and Comus.

Jack-Cyn Acres
Flowers

the campus

1935

name

was

changed

to Humboldt

State

again

Col-

lege,.and the school was authorized to grant the bachelor of arts
degree in the liberal arts. Two

see our new

pletion

of

Nelson

Hall,

at

the

time the only permanent dormitory on a state college campus,
In 1946 Redwood Bowl was completed.

Authorization of a general secondary

credential

came

in

1947,

making it necessary to offer a
year of graduate work. Further
expansion

came

in 1949 with

ap-

proval of the master of arts program in education and the social sciences and the bachelor of
science degree for certain specjalized curricula.
Dr. Cornelius H. Siemens became Humboldt State’s president
in July, 1950, three months after
the completion and dedication of
Jenkins Hall.
Shortly after Dr. Siemens arrived the college began its biggest period of growth in both enrollment and physical facilities.

In

1953

the

library,

year
on a

saw _ construction
new gymnasium,

the
art
and
home
economics
building and music building and
further development of the wildlife plant. And this year has seen
the completion of the home economics practice house, progress
toward setting
up
a_ school of
n'rsing,
official
approval
for
development
of four-year
programs
in
forest
management,
and development of many other
programs and courses of study.
HSC has had a great growth
from a small, struggling
institution to its present en
ent of

1397 and professional staff of 124.

WATCH

a B> spring collection
of art
e

oe’

.°

whole-sale
the Senate

by

The

REPAIRS

budget trimming by
Finance Committee.

cuts were

budget

granted
leges.,

partially offset

increases

to $655,510 which
to three

amoynting

the committee
other

state

Other cuts were:

San Diego State: $242,855 —
from $9,572,800 to $9,329,945.
Sacramento State: $152,050 —
from $3,701,130 to $3,549,080,
Fresno State: $129,150 — from
$2,747,350 to $2,618,200.
Los Angeles State College of
Applied Arts and Sciences received the largest boost.
The
committee added 544,160 to the
college’s request for $13,321,890.

Deluxe Cleaners
Cleaning, Pressing,
Alterations
FREE

PICKUP AND
DELIVERY

10th and H St.
Phone VA

be
S&H

GREEN

Arcata

2-2194

STAMPS

After
The Game...

After The Show...

Any

Time...

:

SIMBURGER ..226
Shakes
- Malts and

Fountain Specials
OPEN FRIDAY
NIGHTS

col-

Los Angeles State College took
the biggest cut when its $9,181,000 request was cut by $446,800
to $8,734,200.

biological

science
and
corporation
buildings were completed. The forestry-lumbering
curriculum
was
added
to the two-year occupational training program.
In 1954 the college won reaccredition for five years by the
Western College Association and
the State Board of Education. In
1955 the wildlife building was
completed and occupied.

Last
started

SACRAMENTO — CIP — The
building programs of four state
colleges were cut a total of $970,855 this week as a part of a

FREEWAY

AT SUNSET

Big Moose Head
DonatedBy
Clyde
J. Bacon

Clyde
J. Bacon,
supervising
custodean in the maintenance
department and an ardent big
game hunter, recently donated a
large moose head to the Wildlife
Building.
Th head, now hanging in the

| main hall of the Wildlife Build-

ing, has a spread of 50 inches.
That is not a record, but the
symmetry of the antlers makes
the head above average. The animal was killed some 40 years ago
by Mr. Bacon, in Alberta, Canada,
and weighed approximately 1200
pounds. The weapon he used was
+!

a 303 British Winchester.

Mr. Bacon is a true ‘wildlifer.’
In his youth he hunted the area
near Edmonton in Alberta, Canada and was able to bag deer,
moose, caribou, bear and goats.
He now spends his vacations
hunting in the Blue Mountain
and Desolation Valley areas in
Oregon.

Dr. Charles Yocom, left, and Charles J. Bacon, donator of the
the specimen in the Wildlife building.
moose head, admire

Chocolates Passed
Joy Parlato
~

HUTCHINS
GROCERY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEE
9:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.

1644 G Street
Arcata
Phone VAndyke 2-1965

the

State College gallery is one of
the finest exhibits shown this
year, is the feeling of exhibit
chairmen
Melvin
Schuler and
Glenn Berry.
Seventeen prints and ten kakemonos

(wall-hangings)

ranging

from the secular and humorous
to the religious, make up the
or many years it has been a interesting and colorful exhibit
tradition on campus for a girl which will be shown through the
to announce
her engagement month of April.
to the other girls by passing a
Pieces in the show are from
box of chocolates.
the private collection of Dr. and
The Sigma
House
girls were Mrs, Joseph Trainer, Glenn Berry
recently honored at such a cere- and Mr. and Mrs, Robert Kingsmony when Miss Joy Parlato, a bury. Dr. Trainor, assistant prosenior
education
major,
an- fessor of education,
and
Mrs.
nounced her engagement to Mr. Kingsbury, college special serRobert

Wotherspoon,

a

Fortuna

vices librarian, both
eral years in Japan

ment

educational

obtained

his

spent sevin govern-

services.

Berry

art collection

while

on duty with the navy.
Kenji “Ken” Yamamoto,
Japanese art student at Humboldt
State, lent his knowledge of the
language and culture in assisting with picture mounting and
hanging of the exhibit.
In giving background
of the

art work,

Berry

points

out

that

the early Japanese prints had a
strong influence on impressionist
and post-impressionist artists of

the latter part of the nineteenth
century. But the recent American
interest in Japanese art is a re-

sult of the contact with Japanese
culture by American troops following World War II, West coast
architecture shows the oriental
influence and the current popul-

arity of wood-block prints and
other graphic media is traceable
to the pleasure
derived
from
Japanese

prints.

accountant.

The wedding is scheduled June
8 in

Fortuna,

It's a puzzlement:

New

describes

the manner

last

month.

feller

west
pion,

Tree

grove

of

handsome

the

two

miles

dethroned

celebrated

cham-

Founder's

at Dyerville.

’ Ine mop
son, staff

details
dents
Tree to
instead
“And

a

new

the same

tree,

found

Humboldt

in

Redwoods

State Park by forest engineering students
from
Humboldt

the

measurement

varies”

Assembly
it

sent

it

—

Committee
to

A

on

an

interim

Charles

H. Wil-

A Mexican Student

ted the proposal
needed
additional study and did not fight
the motion to send it to the interim committee,

gives a gripping description of

what it’s like to be

a member

payments

to athletes.

He

general

election

missioner, organizations and acti-

vities commissioner, publications
and publicity commissioner, rally
commissioner and assembly commissioner.
This year elections will-be held
two

days,

May

1

and

with

his

description

lagoon

and

of

a

admit-

Knights,

Circle

it

TRY

HILLTOPPER
Wednesday
only twenty-five cents

IT AND

YOUR

and

visions have gone through the
Inter-Club Senate and the Executive
Council.
In
the _ general

elections on May

1 students will

have the opportunity to approve
or disapprove these revisions.

PICNIC MEETING
There will be a general meeting of all the committee heads
for the All School Picnic on
Monday April 8, at 4 p. m., in
Miss Kate Buchanan's office.
All such persons are urgently
asked to be there as it will be
@ very

important

meeting.

SEE

THE

DIFFERENCE IN TASTE

SEE

K

Revisions have been proposed
to HSC’s Constitution. These re-

BUTTERNUT BREAD
TOPS IN QUALITY

not

what

2. The

in the Wild-

of @ minority group.

A Wildlifer

of May .

1 the following offices will be
filled: president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, awards com-

Collegiate
Comus.

(CIP)

office or the

life building and the Coop on the
'second day.
Members
of
the
Executive
Council have been working on the
plans of the general elections.
Helping also will be the Inter-

bill which would have given a
state commission control over all
college athletics in California is
dead.

The

Manager's

Student Body office in the Coop.
Petitions will be available for
two weeks, but are due not later
than Wednesday, April 24. Completed petitions should be turned
in to the ASB office.

ing the first day and

CIPA News
—

Graduate

voting will be held in the main
hall of the Administration build-

the article points out.

SACRAMENTO

Petitions are now available for
the general elections of Wednesday, May 1.
Students desiring to run for an
office can get a petition from the

on

State College at Arcata, takes
the championship title at 368
feet or 359.3 feet, depending on
the side it’s measured, Because
of @ ‘lean’ common to the tall
trees

To Be Available
For Two Weeks

In the

he 5 Virginia Denniter, the magazine

how the forestry stufound
the
Founders’
be only 346.1 feet tall
of its advertised 364.

Don’t Miss

of California at Eureka

a

describes her weird and wonderful experiences at HSC as
@ “Freshman at Forty.”

so sleepy
yielded.

Company

is

about

the

Assemblyman

who needs
you're old enough to go out with girls,

Bottling

It

view of the tree in the Rocke-

committee.

takes you right to the outdoors

Coco-Cola

in which

it was found and surveyed.
The picture was taken by
Mr, Gerald Partain on a field
trip with his forestry students

when

you're old enough to go out with girls. When

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Notice

Humboldt State forestry students have won new notice for
their work in finding a new
“World’s Tallest Tree.”
The
cover and ‘picture in last Sunday’s “Your Town” magazine
of the Oakland Tribune features the tree and a lead story

son (D-Los Angeles)
introduced
the
bill following
the
Pacific
Coast
Conference
scandal
on

‘When you're old enough to go to college,

callege? Oh well, there’s always Coke.

Win

Governmental
Efficiency
killed
the measure Tuesday (March 26)

An Older Student
“@ORS” 0B A REUSTERED TRASE-CAAR. COPTOMUTT 166? THE GOCA-COLA COMPANY.

Election Petitions

Forestry Students

GROCER

TODAY

On

of

Humboldt

ms

in

ke

art

fp

the current exhibition

Japanese

oO

That

ee

JAPANESE ART
EXHIBITED HERE

+Oe
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Dr. MacGinitie will do scienti-

This

is a slack

time

of year

when most hunters and fishermen
are fretting and biting their finger nails. Each hunter has cleaned and polished his rifle and shotgun at least a dozen times, making imaginary swings on a fast
disappearing

buck.

Each

fisher-

man has checked and rechecked
his fishing rod for broken windings, bent guides and dented ferrules. He has tied flies of all discriptions — stone flies, caddis
flies, May flies — and the list
goes on. Along with this puttering around, these outdoors men
have been dreaming of open season on their favorite game and of
days in the field again.
This may seem like a stagnant
part of the year to most of us, but

COMUS
in each particular. section of the
state. It is through these senators
and assemblymen that legislature learns of our wants and
needs, and attempts to make or
amend
laws in proportion
to
these wants and needs.
Those of you reading this column
are
probably
interested
mostly in fluctuations of the
Fish and Game laws. There are
some 200 bills pertaining to fish
and game being introduced to
legislature this session. True, one
person can hardly be expected
to take a stand on all of them,
but we should be able to take a
stand on those that concern us.
Write to your senator or assemblyman and tell him your ideas on
these bills. He will then be in a

to some people this is a very busy
season — namely California’s

better position to tell legislature
of your wants and needs.

senators and assemblymen.
These law-making officials are

Three
hardy
HSC _ anglers,
namely
Pat
Tomlinson,
Jim
Adams and Dick Nitsos gave the

currently amassed in the state’s
capitol in an effort to establish

south

new

try last weekend. The rains came,

laws that we

and amend
to

be

have

asked

for

those we have asked

amended.

These

men

are

from different sections of the
State and were elected into the
office they now hold by the people

the

jetty

winds

the

good

blew

and

old

college

the

waves

broke over the jetty, but our
stalwarts stayed on. To top it off
the

fish

the

trio

wouldn’t

cooperate

eventually

had

and

to

go

See what happens...

The

“Great

SAYS

God

Comus,”

has

announced

a happy

or an
the
r the
‘oop.

hour

and

study

in

severa] localities and universities in the United States, Mexico
and Guatamala.
Leaving the latter part of June,
the eminent scientist and his
wife, Mrs. Beatrice MacGinitie,
will drive to northern Nebraska
and then on to the University of
Minnesota for special work and
study
in geology
and
fossil
plants. Congentrated time will be
spent at the Nationak Museum in
Washington, D.C., before returning to California and the Stanford
campus
in August, where Dr.
MacGinitie will present a paper

ever

mindful of his follower’s welfare,
has retained Dick Tracy to find
the missing ax as soon as he has
disposed of the Kitten Sisters.
Gordy Turner, the most honorable leader of the Cult of Comus,
to

be held Saturday night in honor

of the dedication of the official
temple of Comus at 1404 Foster.

To all non-members . . . To end
all speculation the emblem to be

at the méeting of the Society of

worn on the new Comus Club
jackets
contain
a likeness
of
the old god. This is intended to

Systematic Geology. Meeting at
the same time on the campus,
end rumors that Comus is present will be the Botanical Society and
Dr. MacGinitie will conduct the
at HSC in the form of Doctor
group
on a field trip to areas in
Girard.
the Sierras, Nevada City, and
All members are reminded to
Weaverville, Calif.
be on the lookout for notification
During September and October
of several social events to be held
before the end of this semester. Dr. MacGinitie will be engaged
in research work in the science
home empty handed. Better luck laboratories of the University of
next time guys.
California. From there he will go
zs
*¢
@
to Houston, Texas, to work in the
WRITE
YOUR
SENATOR
OR
Shel] Oil Research laboratory on
ASSEMBLYMAN
IF YOU
ARE
pollen. Continuing on down the
INTERESTED
IN
THE
LAWS coast, he will spend the month of
s
CONCERNING YOUR FISH AND November and Decem
ber doing
GAME.
research work
in Mexico
and
Guatamala. Returning home by
the west coast route, Dr. MacGinitie will visit eight of the

e for
anes-

fic research work

: Switch to Shell!

State colleges to study and discuss problems of administration
of college

“Mac,”

science

as he

departments.

is affectionately

known
to
his
colleagues,
been on the Humboldt State

has
Col-

O |

lege faculty since the fall of 1927.
‘At that time, he stated, there
were only two people in the entire science department,
which
at that time included classes now
in the separate natural resources
division. There are now 15 faculty
in the division of natural sciences, of which Dr. MacGinitie
has been chairman for the past

for

later
omrned

May .
1 be
dent,

P

six years. Dr. MacGinitie received
his A.B. from Fresno State College, completed a year of graduate work at Stanford;
and received his Ph. D. from the Uni-

versity of California in 1935.
The MacGinitie’s son, Gordon
and their daughter,
Bea Anne,
will both be enrolled in college
next fall. Bea Anne
graduates
from Arcata Union High school
in June and will attend the Uni-

held
The
main
uildVild1 the

osed
» re-

the "

mf

Befor. e TCP. eee The

car above was bought

brand new and driven about 3000 miles on a competitive
premium gasoline. Then its rate of acceleration was
checked by radar. The pick-up was poor because of engine deposits, which caused the spark plugs to “miss. ”

After TCP.

ee The same car now performs

after it has been run on a few tankfuls of Shell Premium
with TCP*, which overcomes engine deposits. Radar
checks on this and other cars showed in most cases a 6

to 18% increase in pick-up after TCP additive had overcome pre-firing and spark plug “miss.”

ecu-

eral
will
rove

Today's high-powered, high-compression engines are really rarin’ to

in

go, but they’re especially sensitive to
engine deposits.

tly

E
R

Dr. Allen Attending
Biologist Confab —
Dr. George Allen, assistant professor of fisheries, left Wednesday
morning
for
Richardson

Springs near Chico for the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the

et.

ice.

P

will

Within

about

3500

miles

these

the most careful driver sometimes
needs for safety.
Try Shell Premium with TCP and
re-power your car while you drive.
See your Shell Dealer.

deposits can short-circuit your spark
plugs—causing them to “miss.” The
result: power loss. Your almost new
engine has lost its fine edge.

meeting

brings

fisheries

techniques

and

methods

of

re-

search. New papers are read and
panels are held. Dr. Allen will be

taking the place of Dr. Ernest
Salo, assistant fisheries professor
who was to be on a discussion
panel, but is staying home because of a recent appendectomy.
The meeting brings fisheries
together

from

all

hire

permanent

and

temporary

help.
Dr. Allen in representing Humboldt

State

College

and

the

Fisheries
Department
may
be
able to place some of the HSC
z

——

SN

4

es

fod

Fisheries
biologists.

students

with

BUY

over

the pacific theater and many of
these men are in the position to

clocked acceleration test shows how
TCP additive restores this lost
power, delivering up to 18% faster
acceleration—"pick-up” that even
unique gaeoline additive

The

biologists together to discuss new

biologists

The picture above of a radar-

shell's Trademark
for thie

Pacific Fisheries Biologists. The
meeting started at noon Wednesday and will end today at noon.

these

developed by Sbell Research, Patent applied for.

Adult visitors to San Francisco’s Zoologica] Gardens outnumber children three to one.

ENJOY
>

utive
1 the
ions.
nterand

versity of California. Gordon

continue his studies at Cal-Tech.
Dr. MacGininitie will return to
the campus for the spring semester 1958.

IT...
IT ..

NEXT
WEDNESDAY

ee

“Moments To Remember” Producer-Director Jean Sylva shows the rest of the prod uction staff what the finished product will be
— a recording of reminiscences to accompany the 1956-57 Sempervirens. Staff-members pictured, left to right, are Sylva, Wally
Sinclair,

Pat Hutchens,

Mike

Stone,

Homer Ratcliff, Bob Rickard and Larry Heise. Not shown is Wendy Alexander.
The master tape for the “Moments
To Remember”
souvenir
record to be included in the 195657 Sempervirens is finished and
ready to be sent to the Burbank

processing
firm,
Ladd,
assistant
radio, reported this
Students in the
ment have
taped events
sides of the
record to be
side cover of

Dr.
William
professor
of
week.
radio depart-

edited 50 hours of
down to fit the two
clear vinyl 45 rpm
attached to the inthe yearbook at no

extra cost.
Included

memories
events of
and

a

in

the

12

minutes

of

will be fragments of
the HSC school year,

chronology

narrated

by

College President Cornelius H.
Siemens, as well as an address
by California Governor Goodwin
Knight.
Participating in preparation of
the “Moments
To Remember”
production

and
PICTURES

AND

STORY

BY FRAN

STARK

Above, Pat, Jean and HSC
President Dr. Cornelius H. Siemens recall the campus visit of
Governor and Mrs. Goodwin J.
Knight during the fall Homecoming celebration.
The Governor’s address to Humboldt
State
students,
captured
on
tape,

will

be

incorporated

into

the “Moments To Remember”
production, Left, Director Sylva
and

Homer

Ratcliff

go

over

some of the script material
prior to a trial-run over it. The
deadline
for the
completed
chronological story-in-sound of
the major events of the College

year will be May

1.

were

Pat

Joyce Weaver,

Hutchens

script writers

and
cast
voices;
Gary
Mead,
ghost
voice,
Announcer
Hal
Lewis,
Engineer
Ken
Willman,

and

Tape

charge

Editor

Larry

of pre-recorded

Heise,

In

sequences

was Jean Sylva.
This
is the first ‘“memories”
record to be included in the Sempervirens,
although
University
of
California,
San
Francisco
State, San Jose State, and other
colleges
have
enthusiastically
acclaimed such momentoes,
“The
fidelity,
editing,
and
transitions of this HSC ‘Moments
To
Remember’
production
are
better than those of any other
similar records I’ve listened to,”
comments Dr. Ladd, who supervised the project. “The staff has
done a fine job.”

Sports color
the “Moments

is a must for
To Remember”

sound-picture of campus

of the year, and
engineer

Larry

events

so production
Heise,

with

Homer Ratcliff and Bob Rickard, head for Redwood Bowl to
tape
jacks.

cheers

for

the

Lumber-

eee

And now comes the hard part
- « - selecting the highlights of

the year’s events - - - the cream
of the golden moments to be
remembered by Humboldt students in years to come.
Editing and splicing just a few of
the many tapes from which the
final master tape will come are
Wally Sinclair and Bob Rickard.
Board-man Larry Heise, Director Jean Sylvia, and faculty
adviser Dr. William Ladd listen
te @ portion of the completed
to be included in the
“Moments To Remember” lonqplay record, The disc will contain 24 minutes and 30 seconds of 1956-1957 College memories,

BS

In charge

of writing

the script linking tape-recorded

is Girl-Friday Pat Hutchens.

selections

LUMBERIACK AX

Fri., April 5, 1957

Running true to form, the Hum:
boldt State-Chico State football
“grudge” Lumberjack Ax staged
one of its mysterious disappearences last Sunday night, March
28, between the hours of 8 and
11 p.m. from its resting spot in
the Coop.
One of the two metal brackets
was sawed through allowing removal of the ax after entry of
the Coop had been gained. The
exact method of entry was not
determined

but

Frank

Tollett,

junior, discovered some dirt behind the interior front door when
he opened the Coop at 11 p.m. to]:
attend to some Coop business.
stn The

new Home ge
tarting at 2 p.m. today.

Another

oye t

is invited to tour
college population

', Open House For Home Management
The new Home Management
House will have an open house
this afternoon beginning at 2
p.m.
The Home Management House,
for senior Home Economic majors, is located
at 1888 Pine
St., directly behind Jenkins Hall.
The open house is scheduled
from 2 to 5 p.m. this afternoon
and

is open

to faculty

members,

students, maintenance and office
staff,
The purpose of the open house
is

to

let

the

college

population

go through the house
how it is set up with

and see
the four

girls living there. This will also
give the college an opportunity.
to see the new modern furnishings, the new kitchen equipment
and laundry equipment.
The

women

house

and

who

other

live

Home

in

Ec

the

girls

will act as hostesses for the occasion,
Many other state colleges and
universities have Home Management Houses but this is the first

year that the state of California
has taken action to
state colleges with

equip their
houses
for

employee

noted

that the

dirt had not been there at 8 p.m.
when the Coop was locked up.
It may be suspected that the
ax, won back from Chico last
fall in the annual football classic
by a score of 7-0, has been
stolen by CSC students but some
students have speculated that
the thievery was an “inside job”
by members of HSC student body.
No matter the case it is just another day in the life of the ax
which

thrives

on

upholding

BISTRIN’S
DEPARTMENT STORE
ARCATA — GARBERVILLE

the

tradition that it has established.
Hilltoppers themselves have had
their own days in borrowing the
ax back from Chico. The most
recent time was in 1955 when a
group from Gamma House staged
a successful raid on the Chico
State

campus

and

brought

— FORTUNA

BISTRIN'S MEN'S WEAR, EUREKA
Headquarters for Well-Dressed
College Men and College Women

the

ax back to a Hilltop hideaway.

their home economics training.

Humboldt Student
Finds Rare Whale
A, twenty foot Cuvier’s Beaked
whale was washed

ashore

on

the

beach just north of the mouth of
Mad River recently, This is only
the fourth time that this particular species has been found on
the Pacific Coast of the United
States.
The large animal was
found
by
Dave
Maxon,
game
management
major, while surf

fishing.
Dr. Warren
Houck,
assistant
professor of physical science, and
Dr. Dan Brant, assistant professor of biological science, went to
the scene and after some consul-

tation positively
mammal
as a

identified the
relatively rare

Cuvier’s Beaked whale. It is also
sometimes called a Goose Beaked whale
because
of its long
hooked snout.
This
was
an
average
sized
adult male and showed no external causes for death. Several

people
meat
ble,

have
and

eaten

found

The head

was

LAB STUDENTS (and most folks with a
flair for the scientific) know that one
Lucky is an Ample Sample—conclusive
evidence that Luckies are the finest
smoking anywhere! Check this yourself. Try a couple—or a carton. You'll

WHAT'S A_MAN WHO INVESTS
IN A COOKIE COMPANY?

some

of the

it very

palata-

removed

by Dr.

find that every Lucky tastes as good
as the first one. You see, every Lucky
is made of fine tobacco . . . mild, good-

tasting tobacco that’s TOASTED to
taste even better. Light up a Lucky
right now. You’ll agree Luckies are the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Cracker Backer
LUTHER COOKE
WAKE FOREST

WHAT

IS INDIAN ROMANCE?

Brant, Dr, Houck,
Maxon
and
Dave Patterson, game manage-

DON'T

gym,

sponsored

by

Nelson

PETE NORVELL
OCCIDENTAL

JOHN HEDRICK
KENT STATE

Flimsy Whimsy

=

rhyming

answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25
for all we use—and for hundreds that never see print.
So send stacks of ’em with your
name, address, college and class
to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Hall

Women and Redwood Hall Men.
The Hay Hop is a come as you
are “stag or drag”

THERE...

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word

do the job for them in a pasture
near the mouth of the Mad River.
The skull will be added to the
mammal collection at HSC.

HAY HOP SET MAY 1)
The second annual Hay Hop
will be held on May 11 in the

JUST STAND

STICKLE! MAKE +25 QS

ment major. Maxon and Petterson are cleaning the skull by
letting the elements and insects

WHAT'S

A BEAUTY-PARLOR

OPERATOR?

WHAT

IS A MARRIAGE

PROPOSAL?

WHAT

IS A SMART SHE-GOATE

dance.

32%

Current Dividend
Paid on Savings
Twice Yearly
Your Savings Are
Insured by an Agency
of the U. S. Government

Humboldt Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
535 G Street

Eureka

Hitch Pitch

Curl Girl

JAMES MOBLIN, JR,
MISSISSIPPI STATE

WERMAN MOENS
MOLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CIGARETTES

MARCIA WILLIAMS
WESTERN KENTUCKY
STATE COLLEGE

LUCKIES TASTE
“IT'S TOASTED”

TO TASTz

BETTER

BETTER ... CLEANER,

FRESHER,

SMOOTHER!

HR
@A. T. Co,

PRODUCT

OF

Sh

American

obaceo

Company

AMERICA’S

LEADING

MANUFACTURER

OF

CIGARETTES

Rages

LUMBERJACK

Fri. Apell 6, 1907

Tracksters Set For Home Meet

SPORTS

JACKS HOST CAL AGGIES IN TEAM'S GOLFERS. TRAVEL
ONLY REDWOOD BOWL SHOWING OF YEAR TO CHICO IN FIRST
COLLEGIATE MATCH
The Humboldt State

"ite

fee

saline

Ton

te

Ga

showing tomorrow at 12:30 when
tangle
with the Cal
Aggies. This will be the Lumberjacks only home meet of the year.
Humboldt is fresh from a surprising victory over last years * Many points are expected from
Far Western Conference Champ- strong
man
Manuel
Vasquez.
ions.
They
emerged
victorious
over San Francisco and Sactamento in a triangular meet last

Saturday.
The Gators were last
year’s track champion.
The Lumberjack thinclads met
the Aggies earlier in the season
in a triangular meet involving
Sacramento,

Humboldt

and

battle

to

the

the

for a fast track.

| HOTEL
Rates:
Witheut

VANCE

Bath ... 83.50

With Bath
Twin

lo

Seulas

Bedroom:

Without Bath ................... 96.00
With Bath ............................ $7.00
Coffee Tavern
Unique “Log Cabin”

a

Manuel

row

scorer

in

the

pole

in

morrow

much

is co-captain

this weekend

for a

way

at 9 a.m.

tomor-

man

Bob

dead

heat

Bob

Rice

fresh-

Bestor

for

and

finished

the

top

in

a

position

on the team with both averaging 82 in competition thus far
this season.
Captain Rice will
play the No, 1 spot at Chico with

vault

trouble

Earl

pre-season

Bestor

No,

2,

followed

by

Bob

Archibald, No. 3, Alan Hendrockson, No, 4 and either Jim Knox
or Ron Sandretto will hold down

the No. 5 position.

to-

Knox

and

Sandretto

Barn-

36-hole

match

um. Earl is the Far Western Con| ference broadjump champion and

termine

the

played

this week

fifth

a

to de-

spot.

In last Sunday’s match with
the HSC faculty the Humboldt
golfers
defeated
the
teachers

|is a consistant first place winner
in this event. He has also- been
a strong element in the high 10% to 4%.
In the individual
jump and is expected to surpass matches Bob Bestor defeated Dr.
the school record before the end Larry
Kerker
2-1;
Bob
Rice
of the season. Warren Baker is dropped Dr. Ivan Milhous 2%-%;
expected to push Earl in the high Alan Hendrickson defeated coljump, however,
lege president Dr. Cornelius H.
The Aggies are strong in the Siemens, 2% to %; Bob Archihigh hurdles but with the Lum- bald defeated Dr. Archie Jones 3
berjack hurdlers beginning to to 0 and in the only faculty win
round into shape they may get of the day Franny Givins destronger opposition than they are feated Jim Knox 3 to 0.
expecting.

Bob

Archibald

was

medalist

The Aggies are also very strong
in the distances but this is offset
by Humboldt’s decided advantage
in the dashes, high jump and

with an 83 followed by a pair of
84’s by Rice and Hendrickson,
an 85 by Bestor, an 87 by Sandretto, a 93 by Knox and a 98

broad

by

jump.

Probable starters for the Lumberjack thinclads tomorrow afternoon will be the following:
100 yard dash, Manuel Vasquez,
(continued on page 10)

You

HOOP PLAY ENDS THIS WEEK AS
INTRA
MURAL SPRING SPORTS BEG
The basketball intramural race comes into the final
week and the
the

Dean

McColum.

The top five left early this
morning for Chico with Coach
Phil Sarboe. The squad plans to
work out on the Chico course
this afternoon.

smoke

first half of

elimination

is now over.

oatuaset t %Block

finale with the 1Q‘s, who won
playoff this week.
In the first game \Wednesday

morning.

Captain

Another man who is expected to
give the Aggies

of

their belts the
Golf team trav-

four way meeting against Chico
State, Sacramento State, and Nevada. The four team affair will

get under

has yet to be beaten

pair

els to Chico

Gar-

This is his first semester in college and he has been burning up
the cinder track for Humboldt.

sistent

Aggies.
This meet gives the Lumberjacks their first chance to display
their full potential, They will be
able to field a full team for the
first time this year. It is hoped
will make

from

and last week came in second in
the low hurdles against Sacramento and San Francisco. This is
a new event for him.

invading

that good weather this past week

is a freshman

field High School in Los Angeles.

the 100 and 220. He also turned
in an outstanding 10 flat in the
100 against San Francisco. This
is one-tenth of a second off Ozzie
Gooden’s 9.9 record.
Manuel has also been a con-

Aggies.
They
outpointed
the
Lumberjacks very decidedly. But
Humboldt has come along since
then and should. give a much

stronger

Manuel

With

matches
under
Humboldt State

night Block H took a 64-48 verdict
over Nelson Hall. High point man
for Block H was Ron Fredericks

with 35 points. This broke Ed
Hansen's old record of 31 points
in

one

game.

Hansen

led

the

Nelson Hall attack with 14 points.
Ike Peterson followed him up
with 10.

H

In the

Projected

e menthol

fresh

e rich tobacco
e most

taste

modern

fiiter

Sate

The

itself

into

games

will

probably

6:30

p.m.

and

about

of

the

start

may

run

dug

and

simultaneously,
The second sport is horseshoes.
The

pits

should
soon.

are now

be
This

ready
sport

being

for
will

operation
also

com-

mence April 23. Horseshoes will
be run on a single elimination
basis.

Tennis is the third sport and it
Ron Fredericks big 35 points
gained him the player of the will start April 29. Single matches
week award for the second time will be played only and it is to be
elimination
this basketball season. Ron was tun on a double
basis.
the highest overall scorer in the
Equipment for horseshoes and
basketball round robin just combaseball will be checked out from
pleted.
Mr. Davis, downstairs in the boys
The second game of the night side of the gym. The tennis parmatched the league leading IQ’s ticipants must furnish their own
with the powerful Ramblers. The equipment.
1Q’s squeeked by with a 47-43
Special merit should be given
victory in one of the most excitto Alpha House and Nelson Hall
ing games to date. Larry Amos for their fine
participation in
led the IQ's to victory with 12 overall intramurals. The IQ's and
points,
Dick Wasmouth had 13 Ramblers have also shown trefor the Ramblers,
mendous
participation
despite
With these results Block H and handicaps.
the
IQs
will
battle
for the
Nick Zupo has been named the
championship and Nelson Hall new scorekeeper for intramurals
and the Ramblers will tangle for and has also been placed in
third and fourth places.
charge of statistics. Nick is to be
With basketball ending this commended for a fine job all year.
week three new spring sports He has been a great boost to
will start in April. Softball will intramurals.
That covers intramurals
for
be the first of these. It will start
April 23, the first week after this week other than the fact that
spring vacation. It will run on a Billy Caver and Joe Johnson will
double elimination basis and two officiate at the championship
games will be played a night. basketball game this week.

Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company.

se

Think of a Spring breeze blowing over fresh, green grass and you'll have a
good idea how refreshing all-new SaLem Cigarettes taste. The freshest taste
in cigarettes flows through SALEM’s pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with
new surprise softness...menthol-fresh comfort. Try SALEM
— you'll love ‘em.

refreshes

biti
tiec
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left
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Any
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have
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>
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refreshed

Salem

phase this

first round

their right to the championship

A new idea in smoking...all-new Salem
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your taste
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FULL WEEKEND
TEAM TO PLAY FIVE GAMES WITH RED
RAIDERS AND OREGON TECH OWL NINES
:

ASEBALLERS HAVE
ames sk 1
mana

Humboldt State's much-rained-out baseball club will
doubleheader with Southern Oregon
games with the Oregon Tech Owls this
The Lumberjacks play Oregon
Tech tonight at 8 p.m. and in a
double bill Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the Arcata ball park. The
games will be the ‘Jacks first

last
three

week's pos: tponed

game

contests

in

a

month

NETTERS PLAY
RAIDERS TODAY,
DROP EUREKA MEET

and

the first of the season in the Arcata

ball

yard.

Coach Ced Kinzer has indicated
he

will

send

the Astoria,

Oregon

sophomore, Gerald Carlson to the
hill in the Sriday evening’s opener against the AT Owls. Bill Wilber and Frank Burke, a pair of

oes.

will
tion

d it
Ae

aN

"Here's the 1956-57 edition of Humboldt State's
baseball
which has embarked
bitious

and

27-

e

schedule.

left to right,
Deniz, Marvin

The Lumberjacks
last season and

won 21
t only six losses
tied for the Far Western Con:
Team

rom
oys
yarwn

Frank Burke, Coach

crown

with

Wilber,

Dick

Evans,

Jesse

Kinzer €

Ww

Warren Smith

Pow,

, Bill Madrano, The Peter(manager), Al

Washington, Ral;
ayo, Terry
Sim
Seukene
. John
ohn Washin gton, Jerry Sel Selvage, . T Tom

ven
fall
in

and
tre-

vite
Yell Leader tryouts will be held
Tuesday, April 9, at noon in the
little dining room of Nelson Hall.

the
‘als

in

Any

be

boy

attending

Humboldt

State is eligible to try out for the

Dar.

«four

positions

open.

Each person trying out will
have to perform two or three of
the standard yells for the Rally

for

»Committee, They will be chosen

on the basis of spirit and ability.
McKinley

National

Park

in

Alaska has as its focal point, Mt.
McKinley, 20,269 feet, the continent’s highest peak,

4

first place

city.
The Jacks picked up a total of
64 points while the second place
Gators ended up with 60% points.
Third
place
Sacramento
State
compiled a total of 38%.
Humboldt picked up only five
firsts during the meet while the
Gators had seven and the Hornets
four but the Lumberjacks filled
in with strong seconds and thirds

to edge out the favored San Franciscans,

berjacks

a

in

the

high

the

broad

jump.

high

jump

was

jumped

jump

His

six

feet

and

John

Prescription

picked

up

important

Washington

took

the

the

freshmena

cleared

the

,

bar

at 12’ 0” while Vasquez was second.
San

Francisco

was

neavily

fa-

vored in the meet on the basis of
ffe relative showings of the two

Gilly to argue with the Ump...
he knows the best
diamond values are at

THOLLANDER’S
*

num-

ber two and three positions in
the other field event,
Rigo Piva garnered the other
first spot for the Lumberjacks as

Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Seven
Days a Week
North Arcata, Clese to Campus
2563 G St.
Ph. VA 2-2025

f

he

points in the two events as Warren Baker came in second in the
high jump and Williams and

Falor's

é

and

winning

21’ 8” in the other event.

Humboldt

@

7

in

a

triangular

meet

in

the

teams up to that time. The Golden
Gators
are the defending
the

in

and

holders

title

league

conference meet last year walked
away from all competition.
Gators

the

meeting

that

In

racked up almost the same number of total points as the other
five FWC schools combined and
with about the same team back,

favorites to

they were top-heavy
repeat.

Maunel Vasquez, out of high
The showing was the best of
school less than two months, was the young season for the Lumberthe big gun for the Jacks as he jacks who had finished second
racked up two firsts and two sec- and third in two previous meets.
onds.
His firsts were in the 100 However Coach Bob Doornink’s
and 220 yard dashes where he team has been handicapped by
had_times of 10.0 and 22.1. M3 weather conditions and is just
quez has: yet to lose a-dash
in rounding into shape.
three meets,
RESULTS
Spahn,
SF;
Medforth,
SS;
Mile—-Cole,
Earl Barnum, team co-captain
along with Paul Williams, picked SS; Kohinka, H.° 4:39.6,
SF; Williams, H; Beaver,
440—Laulha
up two more firsts for the Lum- SS; James, ti,
SF. 50.0.

TOP 20 TUNES
and Hi-Fi Albums

r

took

520 Fifth Street
47 Henderson Center
4 2900 FP Street

H; WashH; Bonniksen,
100—-Vasquez,
ington, H; Dirstine, SS. 10.0.
JohnSF;
Hurdles—McDow,
High
120
son, H; Sandoval, SS; Irvin, SF. 16.5.
Anderson,
SS;
Cole,
SF;
880--Ellison,
SF; Smith, H. 1:57.7.

220—Vasquez,

sen,

Beaver,

H;

Bonnik-

SF;

Lualhati,

H;

22.1.

SS.

in left field; Jesse Washington

Javelin—Ellis, SF; Amborse,
SS; Gordon, SF. 166 8”.
Discus—Rilliet,

SF;

Gom-

H;

Zenor,

SS;
H;

teroff, H; Kulkien, SF. 127’ 4%”.
H; Williams,
Broad Jump—Barnum,
Washington,

H;

SF.

Robinson,

Zlat-

H;

Relay—San Francisco, Humboldt State,
Sacramento State.3:25.3.
Team Scores—Humboldt State, 64; San
Francisco,

60%;

Sacramento

State,

38':.

Marcuz bested Walt Green of Eureka 6-2, 6-1; Ralph Warren of the
winners topped Mike McGovern
6-4, 6-4; and Gary Holmes of

Humboldt

8-6, 6-0.
In the
teams

of

defeated

Frank

doubles

matches

Williamson

Ras-

McGovern

top-

mussen defeated Geary and Williams of Humboldt State 6-0, 6-1

and

Marcuz

and

ped Mabry and Warren 6-2, 6-1.
Dr. Larry Kerker, tennis coach,
Said that the squad is improving

Wildlife, Fisheries

Southern Oregon Red Raiders this
afternoon in a battle royal. at the
Eureka High tennis courts. In the

Gain Recognition

Two curricula offered at Humboldt State College which have

gained notable recognition in the

field of natural resource conservation are wildlife and fisheries
management.
These
programs
have been in existance at this
college since 1941. With the coming of Mr. John Lewis in 1946 the
wildlife
management
program
was raised from a two year program to a four year program and
a Bachelor of Arts degree, Mr.

John
the

DeWitt

fisheries

arrived

in 1949 and

program

was

also

raised from a two year curriculum

to a four year and a Bachelor of
Arts degree. Since 1950 both cur-

The

Squad

take

will

be out

High

team

in

a

match

Wednes-

day afternoon in Eureka.

CARL
JOHNSON |
LIVESTOOK
&..
FURNITURE

New
@
@

& Used

OO:

Furniture

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS

Buy - - Sell - - Trade
Check

Our

You

Auction

Prices

Buy

Before

Mondays

North Highway 101
Eureka
HI 2-3457
OPEN SUNDAYS

Graduation Day is closer than you think.

sure

to place your

Cap

and

Gown

order by
NEXT

WEDNESDAY

sistant professor of wildlife man-

agement, is author of a recently
published bulletin on Pesticides:

and

Their

Richard

Use

and

E.

Toxicity

tion To Wildlife,
junction

with

Gennelly,

in

written

Robert

as-

Rela-

in con-

L. Rudd

of

the University of California at
Davis.
The bulletin is published by
the State of California Department of fish and game, game

management

bulletin

no. 7.

branch,

as

game

Modern
foghorns
are called
diaphones because they are composed of two horns, each with its
own tone,

Personalized Cards

also should be placed with us
by Wednesday

Your Studen
- Owned
t

COLLEGE

the

to get revenge

SENIORS and FACULTY
Be

on

in today’s meeting.
The Lumberjack netters were
slated to meet the strong Eureka

degree,

Paying monthly bills? Try to
Save a quarter for HILLTOPPER,
on sale next Wednesday.

will

match
last year the Southern
Oregon team won’.two matches
from HSC by 7-0 scores, and the

ricula have been given a Bachelor
of Science

netmen

Orders For Your
Senior Announcements

Dr,

the

and

Gennelly Authors
Game Bulletin

Mabry

well, despite the foul weather
which has hampered the practice.

8”.

21’

Jack Geary 6-2,°6°0; Ray Rasmus-

sen of Eureka defeated Bill Williams of Humboldt 6-2, 6-0; John

are the pick of coast sports writers to win the Pacific Coast Conference Baseball title.

Bea-

SF;

Schubert,

in

7-3, University of San Francisco
9-7, and then dropped a tight 4-0
decision to University of California in their last outing. The Bears

@& 0”,

SF.

record

Lawson at shortstop; Ralph Mayo

H; McDow, SF; Irvin, SF. 26.0.
H;
Baker,
H;
Jump—Barnum,
High
SS; tie Sanderval, SS, and RobinVenor,

son,

season

rader, catching; Al Deniz, first
base;
Dick
Dudley
at second;
Bill Matson at third; Captain Bob

H;
Kohinka,
SS;
Mile—Spahn,
Two
Walenta, SF; Todd, SF. 10:29.4.
220 Low Hurdles—Winter, SS; Vasquez,

Shot Put—Rilliet, SF; Gordon,
18’ 3”.
ver, SS; Zlateroff, H.
Pole Vault—Piva, H; Vasquez,
ez, SF; Zenor, SS. 22’ 0.”

5-1

In action thus far this season
the ‘Jacks have
beaten Shasta
Junior
College
20-0
and
3-2,
Hamilton Air Force Base 38-4 and

San Francisco State's defending Far Western Conference track
champions received a rude jolt last weekend as the Lhmberjacks
State

impressive

against top competition. Probable
starting lineup will be Al Sch-

center and Dave Thomas in right.

TEAM SCORES UPSET
WIN IN TRIANGULAR MEET
of Humboldt

the Eureka Tennis Club by a four
to three count. Despite the rain,
the two teams played a full slate

left-handers, are scheduled for
mound duty in Saturday’s twin of seven matches. The Lumberbill thus saving top chuckers, Jim
jacks were without the services
Richardson and Gary Mauney,
for Sunday’s games against the of their number two player Bob
Anew, who was out of town.
Red Raiders.
In the singles matches
Ellis
Kinzer is likely to start the
Same squad that has compiled an Williamson of Eureka defeated

tion
om-

hes
> be
tion

The
Humboldt
State
College
netmen lost a close battle with

BOOKSTORE

'

LUMBERJACK

HILLTOPPER

6 PROM SET |
“Springtime

in

Paris”,

(Continued trom Page One)
timely in view of news develop-

ments

com-

of the past week.

CIPA

Roundups

~

Eddie

“Shades” Keenan, better known
for his jazz combo, shows another
side of his personality with a

|:

short article and picture on another type of music.

Most of these students are enrolled in journalism laboratory
and the magazine is being produced this semester as an experimental venture of the journalism
department. Business manager is
Phil Bartlett,

Books - Records - School and Art Supplies

C. O. LINCOLN

i

af a
f
‘ i 385

a French sidewalk
theme of this year’s
to be held Saturday,
;
27, in the Home Economics
lion at Redwood Acres.
ll be provided by the
Quintet with danc9to1, Admission is $1
with activity card and
out.
Bids will be available next
week from committee members
and the dean of students office.
Dale Callihan ‘is chairmaning
the event. Other committee members are Carl Wolters, publicity;
Rosemarie Gwerder, bids; Mary
, refreshments; and Diane
Johnson, decorations,
This formal dance is being
sponsored by the junior class.

Paper Receives

616

Fifth

Track Meet

Street

CO.
Eureka,

Calif.

SELF SERVICE MEATS.

(Continued from Page 8)
Harman Bonniksen, John Washon; 220-yard dash, Vasquez,
Bonniksen and Darol Foster; 440,
Paul Williams and Larry Amos;
880, Bob Smith, Gerald Ray, Frank
Barkdoll; mile, Dale Kohinka,
Dick Trone, Hayne Smith; two
mile,
Dale
Kohinka,
Armand
Baradat, Wayne Smith; 220 yard
low hurdles, Vasquez, Bob Rucker,
Emit
Goodwin,
Jim
Davis
or
Myron Robb; 120 yard high hur@les, Ralph Johnson, Bob Tipling,
Myron Robb; pole vault, Rigo
Piva, Vasquez, Marcus Caddy;
shot put,
Ben
Zlatoroff,
Pete
Carpino, Tom
Shubert;
discus,
Shubert,
Zlatoroff, Johnson
or
Carpino; javelin, Johnson, Henry
Cooper,
Wayne
Emery;
high
jump,
Earl
Barnum,
Warren
Baker, Gaddy; broad jump, Barnum, Williams, Washington; mile
relay, Amos, Bonniksen, Barnum,
Williams.

COMPLETE ONE-STOP SHOPPING
OPEN 9A. M.TO9P,M. -:-SUNDAYS
9 A. M. TO 6 P, M.

SHEARS SUPER MARKET

“Betch 3 to 1, one of th’ next five plays is a ‘sleeper’.
CONTRACTS AWARDED
totaling $700,339 for construction
SACRAMENTO (CIP)-The State}of a men’s gymnasium and a
Department
of
Public
Works|swimming pool at Long Beach
awarded three contracts March 26! State College.

R. M. Shears

1468 MAIN ST., FORTUNA
PHONE 9809

8 SUNNY BRAE
ARCATA

Debate Tourney
(Continued trom Page One)
from the University of San Fransico, Stanford, University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles, University

of Southern California, San Diego
State, Los Angeles State and the
University of Utah which have
had four years of college varsity
ce.
According to Jim Arnot, Humboldt State College squad captain
and Pi Kappa Delta president,
“We have nothing to lose and
everything
to gain
from
this
competitive experience.’

oe

PICK THE PACK
THAT SUITS YOU BEST
Yes, try LeM in the new Crush-proof Box.
Try the handy LaM Pack... then finish the
limerick about the pack that suits you best!

All-School Picnic
(Continued

trom

spring semester

Page

One)

activity.

_A perfect auto safety record
has been maintained by the car
caravans

since

the

picnic began.

Last year there was a total of 109
cars in the caravan.
Chip Brodie and Dick Fauerbach
are co-chairmen
for the
event.
Organizations in charge of the

picnic committees are preparation of Camp Bauer, Intercollegiate

Knights;

food,

Spurs;

cara-

van, Comus Club; men and womens

games

at

camp,

Women’s

Athletic Association; variety
show and master of ceremonies,
Rally Club; cleanup committee,
Circle K; bonfire, Forestry Club;
publicity, Sid Fauerbach.
The table and bench committee and the dance committee are
stilleopen to any organization
who wish to help prepare for the
event.

SACRAMENTO
Assembly

—

committee

(CIP) — An
has

given

#s blessing to a bill establishing
San Fernando Valley State College on the ground now occupied
by the San
Fernando
Valley
eampus of the Los Angeles State

College of
Sciences.
The

Applied

measure

Wednesday

was

(March

Arts

27)

and

approved

by

the

Education Committee and sent
on to the Ways and Means Com-

mittee of the Lower House.
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